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We conducted the Mobius Group 2022 Cyber Security Survey at a time when the world was just 
awakening from the gloom of the COVID-19 pandemic. Throughout the pandemic companies had 
to change their IT plans to focus on enabling remote access for their systems. This shift in focus 
forced companies to pause their digital strategies as they faced an uncertain future.  

While this survey was conducted in the wake of Cyber Security teams scrambling to secure a 
remote workforce against an unprecedented onslaught of cyber attacks, it was also against the 
backdrop of businesses returning to some semblance of normality and ramping up their digital 
strategies with renewed determination. Cyber Security plans and initiatives began to look once 
again to the future.

The pandemic era has forever altered the way businesses operate. Today, we now know that 
organisations cannot confidently accelerate their digital journey without Building Digital Trust. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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THE PARTICIPANTS

In our 2022 Cyber Security Survey, we heard from respondents from over 200 businesses 
worldwide. We asked them questions about the following:

• Their digital trust trends and challenges. 
• Their levels of Cyber Security maturity. 
• Data breaches and major threats. 
• Initiatives they are taking to reduce the cyber risks that threaten the sustainability of their 

organisations’ digital journeys. 

Most respondents hail from organisations within the regions we serve: Africa, Mauritius, the 
United Kingdom, Europe, and the Middle East. 
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The survey was completed by organisations from a broad range of market sectors and ranging 
in size from global leaders operating across all continents with 10,000+ employees, to 
enterprises operating in a single market. 

PARTICIPATING MARKET SECTORS

Government / Public Sector 

Banking 

Financial services 

Technology 

Professional Services

Insurance

Telecommunication

Consumer and Services

Energy, Chemicals, Oil and Gas

Real Estate, Property Development

Distribution, Warehousing, Transportation

18%

17%

13%

12%

8%

7%

4%

3%

3%

3%

3%

The individual roles of the respondents included the following:

• C-Level executives.
• GRC Management.
• IT Management. 

Other (FinTech 2%, Healthcare and Medical Services 2%, Multi-Industry, Brand Management 1%, Industrial / Equipment 1%, 
Corporate Services 1%, Audit, Tax and Advisory 1%, Pharmaceutical 1%, Agriculture 1%)
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Most organisations have 
experienced a breach in 
the last 12 months; 72% of 
organisations have been a victim 
of an attack. Most common 
types of attack:

• Social Engineering.
• Malware/ Ransomware.
• Data-related attacks.

47% of organisations attributed 
a lack of security awareness as 
the primary root cause of most 
breaches. Top weaknesses that 
could lead to a cyber attack:

• Third parties with inadequate 
controls.

• Inadequate monitoring of 
cyber threats.

• Inadequate/untested incident 
response processes.

KEY FINDINGS

CYBER ATTACK TRENDS

CYBER SECURITY WEAKNESSES

of organisations have been a
VICTIM OF AN ATTACK

72%
Data-Related 

Attacks
Malware/ 

Ransomware
Social 

Engineering

MOST COMMON 
CYBER ATTACKS:

TOP WEAKNESSES:

Inadequate/
untested 
incident 
response 
processes

Inadequate 
monitoring 
of cyber 
threats

Third 
parties with 
inadequate 
controls

LACK OF SECURITY 
AWARENESS

is the root cause of most breaches
47%
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Cyber Security is a board-level 
concern and a standing agenda item 
for most organisations.

• 28% of organisations consider 
the overall protection of critical 
infrastructure as a primary 
driver.

• 21% of organisations consider 
increased compliance with 
laws, regulations, and industry 
requirements as a primary driver.

Most organisations are adopting 
a combination of frameworks 
and standards, with ISO 27001, 
NIST CSF, and CoBIT being the 
most widely used.

• 44% of organisations rate 
their Cyber Security maturity 
as defined and managed.

• 29% of organisations 
consider personally 
identifiable information as 
the most valuable.

64% of Cyber Security 
management indicated that 
they are understaffed. The most 
sought-after skills are in the 
areas of:

• Threat Management - Threat 
Intelligence, Threat Hunting, 
and Threat Remediation.

• Security Testing - Penetration 
Testing, Web Security 
Testing, and Application 
Security Testing.

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

CYBER SECURITY GOVERNANCE, 
RISK, AND COMPLIANCE

CYBER SECURITY SKILLS

PROTECTION 
OF CRITICAL 
INFRASTRUCTURE

28%

21% 
INCREASED 
COMPLIANCE

PRIMARY
DRIVERS

66%

Cyber 
Security is a 

BOARD-LEVEL 
CONCERN

CSF44% ARE DEFINED 
AND MANAGED

Cyber Security Maturity

Combination of 
FRAMEWORKS 

AND STANDARDS 
implemented

THREAT MANAGEMENT 
Threat Intelligence 

Threat Hunting
Threat Remediation

SECURITY TESTING
Penetration Testing 

Web Security Testing 
Application Security Testing

MOST SOUGHT-
AFTER SKILLS:

of Cyber Security functions 
are UNDERSTAFFED

64%
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Most organisations have defined 
their incident response processes, 
plans and playbooks.

• 20% of organisations have not 
tested their incident response 
process.

• 56% of organisations have 
integrated the cyber incident 
response process with the crisis 
management process.

Most organisations have not 
yet developed a threat profile 
specific to their organisation. 
The areas that management 
believes require the most Cyber 
Security remediation:

• Remote working.
• Third party access.
• Cloud services (IaaS, PaaS).
• Software development and 

DevOps.

66% of organisations have 
a defined Cyber Security 
programme and improvement 
plans. The cyber initiatives that 
organisations believe will most 
positively impact their cyber 
posture are the following:

• Awareness and training.
• Proactive threat management 

practices and cyber operations.
• Improved understanding of 

current posture.

INCIDENT RESPONSE READINESS

THREATS AND REMEDIATION

PROGRAMMES AND INITIATIVES

Most organisations HAVE DEFINED THEIR INCIDENT 
RESPONSE PROCESSES, plans and playbooks.

56% HAVE 
INTEGRATED 
the cyber incident 
response process 

with the crisis 
management 

process.

20% 
HAVE NOT 

TESTED 
their incident 

response process.

Most organisations have 
NOT DEVELOPED A THREAT PROFILE 

specific to their organisation.

Third party 
access

Cloud services 
(IaaS, PaaS)

Software 
development 
and DevOps

Remote 
working

Areas that require the 
most Cyber Security 

remediation:

Awareness and training

Improved understanding of 
current posture

Proactive threat management 
practices and cyber operations

CYBER INITIATIVES WITH MOST 
POSITIVE IMPACT ON POSTURE

have a defined 
Cyber Security 

programme and 
improvement plans.

66%
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INCIDENTS AND ROOT CAUSES

72% of the respondents indicated that they had experienced some form of cyber breach over the 
last 12 months. Of the organisations that experienced an attack, Social Engineering, Malware, 
and Data Breaches ranked highest, followed by Data Loss (unintentional) and Business Email 
Compromise/Fraud. 

The fact that the highest number of breaches could have been, in most cases, prevented or 
minimised through improving awareness shows us that many organisations are still struggling to 
get the basics of Cyber Security correct.

This is further supported by respondents citing that lack of awareness made for the largest real 
estate of root causes for the breaches.   

CYBER SECURITY 
INCIDENTS 

experienced in the 
last 12 months

Social Engineering or Phishing

Malware

Malicious Data Breach

Business Email Compromise 

Unintentional Data Loss

Ransomeware

Web Services Attack

Website or Application Attack

Identity / Privileged Identity

20%

14%

13%

11%

11%

7%

6%

6%

6% Other (Supply Chain Attack 3%, Insider Attack 2%, 
Man-in-the-Middle Attack 1%, System Compromise 1%)
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In terms of controls, the survey highlights that the areas of most concern, and where there needs 
to be a concerted effort for improvement, is in Remote Working, DevOps and Third Party Access. 

ROOT CAUSES OF BREACHES

Lack of Information security / Cyber Security Awareness

Third Parties with inadequate controls

Inadequate Third Party Risk Management practices

Lack of adequate Management controls

Inadequate identity and access management

Technical Security Controls

Lack of governance and policies

Insecure cloud-based applications

Inadequate 
cyber operations 
or threat practices

Inadequate monitoring and reporting of cyber 
security threats

Inadequate and/or untested incident response 
capabilities

16%

11%

10%

9%

8%

8%

7%

6%

4%

10%

9%
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The next group relates to Web, Server and both IaaS and PaaS infrastructures. Less of a concern 
are; On-Premise Networks (LAN and WAN), Active Directory, Databases, User Computers and SaaS.

AREAS 
REQUIRING 

CONTROL 
IMPROVEMENTS

Remote working or remote access 

Third Party access 

Development / DevOps 

Cloud based services (IaaS, PaaS)  

Server Infrastructure 

Web facing infrastructure 

Web applications and services 

Active Directory 

Internal networks (LAN, Wireless) 

Computers and end point devices 

Databases and data lakes 
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Respondents from across various industries ranked their top three information asset types. The 
generally most prevalent data types include Personal Data (both customers and employees), 
Financial Data, and general Business Data. 

Industries that rely heavily on specific types of data, such as Research and Development, 
Production and Operational, and Trade Secrets, are also focusing on protecting these data types.

INDUSTRY TRENDS

Supplier/ 
Vendor Data

Research and 
Development 
Data

Production 
and 
Operational 
Data

Financial 
Data

Employee 
Identities/ 
Authentica-
tion Data

Executives, 
Employees, 
Contractors 
PII Data

Customer PII 
Data

Business 
Strategic 
Plans

Sensitive 
Company 
Data (IP, 
Trade 
Secrets)

TYPES OF DATA MOST USED, BY INDUSTRY
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We asked those same respondents to rank the top cyber threats to their organisation. The 
following results are the highest ranking cyber threats across all industries:

• Malicious Data Breach.
• Social Engineering and Phishing. 
• Ransomware.
• Malicious Insider. 
• Business Email Compromise (or Fraud). 
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Most organisations confirmed that Cyber Security is a concern at the highest levels, with cyber as 
a standing board meeting agenda item. Once again, this highlights that cyber risk is amongst the 
top risks globally and that organisations are significantly concerned with the potential impacts 
of cyber attacks or breaches. 

The top organisational drivers for Cyber Security are the following: 

• General protection of the organisations’ critical systems.
• Compliance.
• Minimisation of damage to reputation. 
• Minimisation of financial losses and incident response losses.

GOVERNANCE AND DRIVERS

CYBER SECURITY -  
A BOARD LEVEL CONCERN

66%
Yes, standing Board agenda item

18%
Yes, adhoc Board agenda item

8%
No

8%
Unsure
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To manage Cyber Security and minimise the risks and impacts, most organisations have adopted 
a combination of a good cyber risk management framework or standard (such as ISO 270xx) and 
appropriate Cyber Security controls framework (such as the NIST Cyber Security Framework). 

Organisations also use CoBIT as the overarching IT governance control framework to align Cyber 
Security to their business strategies.

ORGANISATIONAL DRIVERS 
OF CYBER SECURITY

FRAMEWORKS USED BY ORGANISATIONS

COBIT 5 for Information Security  17% 

ISO 27001 / ISO 27002  25%

NIST CSF  17%

7%  None

6%  SANS CIS 

 Combination of 
Multiple Frameworks27%

28% 
Overall 
protection 
of the 
confidentiality, 
availability and 
integrity of the 
organisation’s 
critical 
information 
assets 

21% 
Increase 
compliance 
with 
regulations, 
laws and 
industry 
requirements

17% 
Minimise 
damage to 
reputation and 
trust 

11% 
Minimise 
financial losses 
and incident 
response costs

9% 
Minimise 
losses due to 
business or 
production 
disruptions

8% 
Increased 
publicity 
(recent data 
breaches) 

5% 
Market edge/
improve brand
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IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES 

Most organisations have developed a cyber improvement programme. Awareness is the highest 
priority initiative for the majority of respondents. Most organisations are becoming more 
organised and preventative through initiatives such as threat management, incident response, 
security frameworks, and skills. 

A particularly interesting trend is that respondents are also focusing on understanding their 
current Cyber Security posture and addressing shortcomings through initiatives that maximise 
existing technologies instead of investing in additional technologies. 

All of these trends indicate a drive to maximise cyber budgets, consolidate technologies, become 
more threat proactive, and improve Cyber Security awareness, skills, and attack readiness. 

Awareness and training programmes

Improve understanding of current posture

Improve pro-active practices and cyber operations capabilities

Security frameworks, policies, processes and procedures

Improve skills and expertise

Improve detection and response capabilities

Optimising existing security technologies

Additional security technologies

Increase capacity

The survey also canvassed respondents to rank the initiatives they believe will positively impact 
their cyber posture. The results echo the trend of awareness and cyber programmes that focus 
on becoming more organised and threat proactive:

• Awareness and training.
• Better understanding of current Cyber Security posture and threats. 
• Proactive threat management practices. 

PRIORITISED
IMPROVEMENT 

AREAS
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STAFF AND SKILLS 

The survey highlighted a growing demand for cyber skills, with 65% of organisations indicating 
that they did not have adequate staff capacity. Unsurprisingly, most organisations are battling 
with a shortage of skills, especially with cyber technical specialist skills.

Security Testing

Threat Management 

Digital Forensics

Incident Management

Data Security

Security Architecture 

Emerging Technologies

Cyber Risk Management

Security Governance

Vulnerability Management

CYBER 
SECURITY

SKILLS
SHORTAGES
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ADDRESSING THE CYBER CHALLENGES 

As this survey reveals, most organisations aim to prioritise cyber initiatives and investments that 
focus on addressing threats and challenges that are uniquely applicable to their own organisations. 

In general, organisations are focusing on proactive initiatives and improving their cyber skills 
to address existing cyber challenges and bolster their digital security in the face of new threats. 
Most organisations in this survey plan to include information security as a part of the features 
they build into their digital products and services and to develop the necessary capability so their 
digital products and services are secure and resilient to cyber attacks. 

To support these objectives and to address the cyber challenges highlighted in this survey, 
consider the following: 

GOVERNANCE, DRIVERS, MANAGEMENT AND SKILLS:
The survey highlighted the need to ensure that cyber has full support across the organisation, 
that it is risk-based, and is sufficiently resourced and skilled. Consider utilising an Information 
Security Management System (ISMS) that is based on ISO standards as the basis for driving 
your Cyber Security programme.

A NEW APPROACH TO CYBER, UNDERSTANDING THREATS, AND BEING 
BETTER PREPARED:
The key to effective and efficient Cyber Security is to firstly understand the threats that apply 
to your organisation and to implement controls that are tailored to your environment.  Incident 
response readiness was also highlighted as an ongoing theme by participating organisations. 
Consider using the Mobius approaches to Cyber Security to help address these challenges and 
to improve digital trust. 

THE NEED FOR SECURITY TESTING: 
Many organisations cite a lack of testing skills and a lack of understanding of their Cyber Security 
vulnerabilities. We recommend that you utilise external experts to perform your security testing 
to obtain an unbiased view of your vulnerabilities.
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THE AWARENESS CHALLENGE: 
Awareness remains the number one root cause of cyber threats and the most important cyber 
initiative for the majority of organisations. Address this challenge with interactive awareness 
programmes tailored for your business and team. Get in touch to arrange an awareness 
programme with our experts.

MANAGING CYBER RISKS:
Many organisations indicated that they strive to consolidate Cyber Security management systems 
and use solutions that support their overall risk and compliance processes. We recommend you 
use an Integrated Risk Management Solution, such as Phinity.

THIRD PARTY RELATED RISKS:
Inadequate third party security was the second most common root cause of breaches and major 
cyber incidents. To combat this, consider solutions that focus on identifying and managing third 
party security based on the actual risks presented by the third parties.

PRIVACY REMAINS A KEY CONCERN:
Both customer and employee personal data is considered the most valuable type of data across 
all industries and is a primary target of malicious attackers. Additionally, a malicious data breach 
would have the biggest negative impact on most organisations. 

INSIDER BREACHES:
A top concern for many organisations across industries is insider breaches, and in response a good 
Identity and Access Governance (IAG) based approach to users is essential.  We recommend you 
adopt a holistic approach that considers all factors to offer a long-term solution to user access.

At Mobius we believe organisations cannot confidently accelerate their digital journey without 
trust. That’s why we work with you to develop sustainable data risk resilience into your business 
systems, by building and implementing practical and relevant solutions that ensure you know 
your digital risk landscape and can secure it.
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MEET THE MOBIUS GROUP EXPERTS

PATRICK RYAN
Group Strategist | Mobius Group

Patrick Ryan is a leader in the Information Risk and Compliance sector and has led teams and projects across 
multiple industries in his 25 years of experience. Patrick’s vision for the Mobius Group is to build a global 
network of like-minded people who collaborate and innovate to help clients tackle their information risk needs.

LYNN MARTIN
Group Strategist | Mobius Group

Lynn Martin (CRISC, CISA, CDPSE, CIPP/M, CIPP/T) has over 20 years of experience in the consulting world 
and a passion for the business side of consulting - this allows her to apply a diverse approach to technical and 
operational solutions. Lynn is currently focused on growing new markets for the Mobius Group worldwide. 

LEE BRISTOW
Director | Phinity Risk Solutions

Lee Bristow has over 20 years of experience in technology, product management, Risk and Compliance. He’s 
an accomplished leader with a vision to make risk management accessible, engaging, and simple. 

GRAEME HUDDY
Director | Mobius Binary

Graeme has over a decade of experience in IT operations, Information Security consulting and auditing. 
Today, he leads Mobius Binary and a team of highly skilled penetration testers as they help organisations 
worldwide to determine if they are clearly secure.  

LOVENA J REDDI
Director | Mobius Consulting Mauritius

Lovena J Reddi (BSc (Hons), MBA, CISM (CISA), CDPSE) has over 15 years of experience in the field of 
Information Technology. Lovena’s role at Mobius Consulting Mauritius is to drive Mobius Consulting to be the 
leader and trusted partner in Information Security, Risk and Compliance both locally and internationally.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/patrick-ryan-mobius-group/
mailto:patrick%40mobiusgroup.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lynn-martin-6091a64/
mailto:lynn%40mobiusgroup.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lee-bristow-riskmanagement/
mailto:Lee%40phinityrisk.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/graeme-huddy-security-and-penetration-testing-and-ethical-hacking-expert/
mailto:graeme%40mobiusbinary.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lovena-j-reddi-mba-cism-cisa-cdpse-51786a16/
mailto:LovenaReddi%40mobiusconsulting.mu?subject=
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SANDHYA MOHAN-PILLAI 
Managing Director | Mobius Consulting South Africa

Sandhya Mohan-Pillai (CGEIT, CISA, CISM) has over 20 years of IT Consulting experience. She has 
successfully driven business growth in targeted markets across South Africa by leveraging on her strong 
leadership skills and she is passionate about adding value in everything she does.

RAYMOND DU PLESSIS 
Principal Consultant | Mobius Consulting South Africa 
Cyber Security Expert

Raymond du Plessis (CISSP, CISA, CISM, CRISC and CSX) has over a decade of experience in Information and 
Cyber Security. His vision is to help organisations become more proactive to counter modern cyber-attacks by 
developing pragmatic approaches and solutions to cyber threat management.

YOLANDI MOODLEY
Principal Consultant | Mobius Consulting South Africa
Information Security Expert

Yolandi Moodley (BCom (Hons), CISA, CISM, ISO 27001 Lead Auditor and Implementer) has over 13 years 
of experience in Information Security and IT Risk Management. Yolandi understands the importance of 
Information Security Awareness in today’s increasingly digitised world, and is passionate about driving this for 
her clients as she sees first-hand the impact of effective awareness campaigns.

CANDICE JACKSON 
Senior Managing Consultant | Mobius Consulting South Africa
Information Privacy Expert

Candice Jackson (CIPP/E, CGEIT, CISA, CRISC) has over nine years of IT consulting experience. Candice helps 
drive the maturity of the Information Privacy service line by applying a practical, compliant approach that is 
underpinned by intuitive technological innovation.

CANDICE JAMIESON 
Senior Managing Consultant | Mobius Consulting South Africa
Technology Assurance Expert

Candice Jamieson (CIPM, CDPSE, CISM, CISA, CIA) is an experienced audit and risk specialist with 15 years of 
experience in Information Risk, Privacy and Security. Her goal is to drive sustainable change in organisations 
that will achieve Governance, Risk and Compliance targets by implementing practical steps to improve day-to-
day operational processes.

 

AMANDA HECHTER 
Senior Managing Consultant | Mobius Consulting United Kingdom

Amanda Hechter (ISO 27001 Lead Implementer, ISO 27001 Lead Auditor, Systems Security Certified 
Practitioner) has 11 years of experience in Information Governance, Risk and Security. Amanda’s vision is 
to be known as a problem solver in the Information Security industry, and hopes to instill this thinking and 
passion in the next generation of Information Security leaders.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sandhya-mohan-pillai-9a224655/
mailto:SandhyaMohanPillai%40mobiusconsulting.co.za?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/raymond-du-plessis-cyber-security-consultant/
mailto:RaymondDuPlessis%40mobiusconsulting.co.za?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/yolandi-moodley-information-security-expert/
mailto:YolandiMoodley%40mobiusconsulting.co.za?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/candice-jackson08/
mailto:CandiceJackson%40mobiusconsulting.co.za?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/candice-jamieson-2482655/
mailto:CandiceJamieson%40mobiusconsulting.co.za?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amanda-hechter-info-risk-and-security-consultant/
mailto:AmandaHechter%40mobiusconsulting.co.za?subject=
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CONTACT US

MOBIUS CONSULTING SOUTH AFRICA

 info@mobiusconsulting.co.za

 www.mobiusconsulting.co.za

 mobius-consulting-south-africa

MOBIUS MAURITIUS

 info@mobiusconsulting.mu

 www.mobiusconsulting.mu 

 mobius-consulting-mauritius

MOBIUS UNITED KINGDOM 

 info@mobiusconsulting.co.uk 

 www.mobiusconsulting.co.uk 

 mobius-consulting-uk

PHINITY RISK SOLUTIONS

 info@phinityrisk.com

 www.phinityrisk.com

 phinity-risk-solutions

MOBIUS BINARY

 info@mobiusbinary.com

 www.mobiusbinary.com 

 mobius-binary-clearly-secure/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobius-consulting-south-africa-/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobius-consulting-mauritius/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobius-consulting-uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/phinity-risk-solutions/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobius-binary-clearly-secure/

